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My Frugal Home™ Gingerbread Cookie Mix
1 stick of butter, softened
1/2 c. molasses
1 egg
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Cream butter, molasses and egg. Add mix in slowly;
continue mixing until dough comes together. Shape
dough into a ball. Chill in refrigerator for two hours.
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To make cookies, allow dough to sit on the counter
just until it softens enough to be workable. Then,
roll dough out to 1/4-in. thickness and cut with
gingerbread men cookie cutters, or scoop out with
cookie scoop and flatten with a glass dipped in sugar.
Bake at 350 degrees for approximately 8-10 minutes.
Cook longer for crisp gingerbread.
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For slice-and-bake cookies: form dough into a log, chill
in fridge for 2 hrs. Slice off 1/4-in. cookies and bake.
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